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Executive Summary 

Since the creation of the European Single Aviation Market, the UK and its airlines have greatly 

benefited for decades from full access to the European market. This access will cease to exist on 

29 March 2019 in the absence of an agreement. Given the current state of Brexit negotiations, the 
possibility of not reaching a future deal on the aviation relationship would greatly harm the 
industry, consumers and, particularly, the environment.  

While the UK has expressed its desire to retain full access to the European Single Aviation Market 
for its airlines after Brexit, it has failed to define how it wants to attain this.  As with other areas of 
the EU single market, full access is conditional upon accepting the whole body of EU law and 

recognising Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) oversight. In order to avoid 

environmental dumping and ensure fair competition, the UK must abide by all current and future 
regulations on safety and security, state aid and climate protection. 

With the aim to ensure complete environmental protection in the aviation sector after Brexit, this 

report proposes four key recommendations if the UK wishes to retain the same level of access to 

the European aviation market which it currently enjoys: 

1. Upon Brexit the UK must re- join the European Common Aviation Area (ECAA). This will allow 
British airlines to continue enjoying all freedoms of the air. Also, current and future 

legislation on the environment, market access, State aid control, safety and consumer rights 
will be extended to the UK.  

2. The UK must remain in the EU aviation Emissions Trading System (ETS). This would ensure a 

smooth transition and continuity on tackling climate change. 

3. EU State aid rules must continue to apply to the UK. This would prevent the UK from having 
free leeway to invest in airport infrastructure and operators to the detriment of the 

environment.  

4. The UK must become a non-voting, fee paying member of the European Aviation Safety 

Agency (EASA), as this would guarantee adhesion to aviation safety standards and mutual 

recognition. 
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1. Introduction 
The creation of the Single Aviation Market has been one of the most high profile examples of the European 
liberalisation and integration in recent decades. The UK has been influential in shaping this development 

and its airlines, particularly British Airways and Easyjet, have benefitted from full access to the European 
he EU, this access will cease legally on 29 March 2019.  Given the 

state of the negotiations, a hard Brexit will mean that UK planes cannot land within the EU and vice versa, 
passengers are stranded, cargo cannot be transported. The potential consequences for the industry, 

businesses and passengers would be disastrous if no agreement on the future relationship in aviation can 
be found before that date. 

 
r its 

airlines.1 At the same time, the UK government could push for greater liberalisation of its market and state 

involvement, e.g. through State aid to attract aviation traffic at the detriment of the environment. In fact, 
the UK government has already published a pro-growth strategy for UK airports without any 

environmental constraints.2 This is especially concerning as Heathrow is a major European airport. 
Competitive advantages it could get from not applying, for example, State aid rules or the Emission 

access to the EU Single Aviation Market will be conditional upon it accepting the entire body of EU law 

(acquis communautaire). In order to avoid environmental dumping and ensure fair competition, if it 
wishes full access to the EU single aviation market, the UK must abide by all current and future 

regulations, for example, on safety and security, State aid and climate protection. 
 

The following briefing sets out T&E's suggestions as regards environmental protection to the various 

options open to the future UK/EU aviation relationship. The ultimate ambition of any agreement between 

the EU and UK should depend in all areas on the role and jurisdiction of the Court of Justice of the 
European Union (CJEU). Section 2 will look at the future relationship between the EU and UK on aviation.  
Section 3 addresses the issue of tackling climate change through the ETS. Section 4 lays down solutions 

relationship with the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) as well as its international collaboration 
with the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). 
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2.  What kind of future relationship? 

2.1. Joining the European Common Aviation Area (ECAA) 
- the ECAA3- through its 

membership of the EU. Operating under the ECAA allows airlines to enjoy all nine freedoms of the air.4 

(EASA).5 Its rights and obligations are enforced by the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU).6 The 
agreement regulating the ECAA is comprehensive and covers market access, safety, security, air traffic 
management, the environment, social issues, consumer rights, State aid and the economic regulation of 

airports.7 The EU standards included in that agreement are extended to non-EU parties to the ECAA 

agreement. The UK can re-join as a non-EU member state8 if it (1) accepts EU aviation laws and (2) 
establishes a framework of close economic cooperation with the EU, which could take the form of an 
Association Agreement (Art 32 ECAA Agreement).9 The UK joining ECAA is thus the best option for the 
future EU-UK aviation relationship (Table 1) not only for the environment, but for safety, business and 

consumers. Current and future European aviation standards - including environmental - continue to apply 
and are not undermined through Brexit. 

2.2. Negotiating an Air Services Agreement (ASA) 
Another option is negotiating an ASA between the UK and the EU. The ambition of this agreement depends 

on the UK position regarding the 
agreement akin to the EU-Switzerland Agreement on Air Transport10, which would require CJEU oversight. 

However, should any form of CJEU involvement be impossible for the UK to accept, UK market access into 
the EU would as a result be limited. This leaves the second possibility. A less ambitious ASA with restricted 
freedoms of the air, such as the EU-US Open Skies or EU-Morocco agreements (Table 1).11 The problem 

with these ASAs is that regulatory convergence clauses such as environmental protection provisions e.g. 

noise and emissions are rather superficial as well as difficult to implement and enforce.12 European 

standards are thus not as easily expanded to new EU partners.13 The EU must therefore include in any ASA 

provisions making access to the aviation market conditional upon application of all existing and future EU 

environmental legislation.  
 

Moreover, fuel tax exemptions clauses, must not be included in any agreement with the UK as they are 
contrary to European climate objectives.14 If a fuel tax exemption was part of a future agreement, this 

would undermine the Energy Taxation Directive. This Directive allows Member States to tax fuel bilaterally 
amongst each other. The EU must insist on the unqualified right to tax fuel on EU flights, including flights 

within the EU operated by UK carriers, in any future deal with the UK. Any future agreement should also 

not prohibit the taxing of fuel on flights between the UK and EU.15 Finally, a fair competition clause must 
be included to avoid governments giving support to airlines (e.g. State aid) and create a competitive 

advantage for UK airlines.16 
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Table 1:  
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Case Study: EU- US Open Skies:  What happens to the UK? 

This agreement allows any EU airline to fly to the US and vice versa. Once the UK leaves the EU, without an 
agreement, its airlines lose all legal rights to fly to the US and vice versa. If the UK joins ECAA, it can join 

the Open Skies agreement as did Iceland and Norway. The case of Norwegian Airlines shows though that 

moving from agreement to getting actual permission to land on US territory can drag on for years.  Should 
the UK not want to join ECAA, it has to negotiate a separate bilateral deal with the US.  This will not only be 
time consuming, but could also mean a more restricted access than ECAA membership would offer. 

 

3. Tackling climate change through the Emission Trading System 

(ETS) 

3.1. Remaining in the ETS 
The EU ETS is an essential tool to tackle climate change 
carbon pricing mechanism. Were the UK to quit this scheme when leaving the EU, its major emitters 
including airlines would no longer be required to purchase allowances. Though the allowance price is 
curren

from this purchasing requirement would amount to a distortion of competition. 

 

The ideal scenario is for the UK to remain in the EU ETS like EFTA (European Free Trade Association) 

Remaining within the ETS would allow for a smooth post- Brexit transition. More importantly it would also 

mean that the EU and the UK would still be on the right trajectory for meeting the decarbonisation targets 
agreed in the Paris Climate Accord.  

3.2. Concluding a linking agreement 

through a linking agreement17, similarly to what Switzerland has done. However this linking agreement 

would need to be negotiated prior to the UK departure from EU ETS, with the beginning of the EU ETS 4th 

trading period in 2021 perhaps being the appropriate moment. 

 
Linking two systems involves potentially long negotiations to reach an agreement and raises concerns 
regarding environmental integrity.18 This negotiating period would create an unnecessary gap detrimental 

to the environment, thereby possibly undermining the Paris Agreement.  

3.3. Options for a hard Brexit 
In the case of a hard Brexit, there are two legal options which the EU can rely on to minimise the negative 
impact.  The EU has already adopted safeguard measures19 for the event the UK leaves the EU ETS. An 

amendment of the EU ETS Registry Regulation was recently presented by the Commission and agreed by 
the Council and the Parliament.20 

marking and restricting the use of allowances issued by the UK as of 1 January 2018.21 This would prevent 
British companies from abruptly selling these allowances and consequently further contribute to an 
oversupply of the market, leading to a fall in the EU allowance price.22  
 

Secondly, the EU could unilaterally retain flights to and from the UK in its ETS, similar to how it addressed 

flights to and from Switzerland prior to concluding the recent linking agreement. In the Swiss case, this 
policy option was endorsed by the CJEU. UK operators flying to and from the EU would be required to 
report to one of the remaining EU Member States. Under this scenario, the UK would lose revenue which it 

would gain from the auctioning of allowances.23 
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3.4. Relying on international instruments 
The final option is that the UK may only be subject to CORSIA - a global market based measure established 
by International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) to tackle a portion of aviation emissions. This is the 

ar inferior to that of the 

exempted from carbon pricing.24  
 

Case Study: Losing out on new projects and jobs  
While the UK is signatory to the  WTO Agreement on Trade in Civil Aircraft (TCA), which eliminates all tariffs 

 Airplane parts are currently 
moved across borders quickly and without custom checks.  After Brexit, customs checks between the 

EU/UK would mean additional costs and burdens for UK manufacturers. Moreover, and depending on 
tually 

recognised anymore. They would need to be approved twice - in the UK and the EU.  Access to raw 

materials used in airplanes would also become more costly as these do have tariffs, which would re-apply 
in the absence of a trade deal.  
 

Without any agreement, Airbus UK, a wing manufacturer, would incur additional costs in moving goods 
and people across the border. Airbus, employs over 15,000 people in the UK, has already outlined a 

possible relocation from the UK to another base in Germany, France or S
projects in the UK is not a given, with China being a serious option for Airbus to manufacture their 
products in the future. 

 

4. Ensuring proper control of State aid issues 
The State aid control mechanism foreseen in the European treaties25 is a unique system aimed at ensuring 

fair competition in the internal market. Although partly resembling the anti-subsidies provisions 

enshrined in the World Trade Organization (WTO) Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures 
(SCM Agreement), European State aid rules take a step further by conferring on the Commission a right to 
scrutinise subsidies before they are granted. State aid is in principle forbidden26, but under certain 

conditions it can be compatible with EU law.27  
 

When the UK leaves the EU, State aid rules will cease to apply to the UK. Since there are no equivalent 
national provisions, the UK will then have considerable leeway to grant financial aid and subsidies to 
airport infrastructure projects and national airline operators without being subject to control by the 

Commission or the CJEU. This would create an uneven playing field potentially harming the environment 

and European airlines industry and citizens alike. Investments in airport infrastructure will inevitably lead 

to an increase in the rate of flights, entailing thus a significant raise of CO2 emissions.  
 

aid rules should continue to apply to the UK once it leaves the EU. The options below are listen in order of 
best to worst possibilities:  

1. If the UK remains within the ECAA, it will have to accept EU State aid rules28 and comply with 

future revisions. The UK will then have to accept CJEU jurisdiction but it will not have a voice in 
shaping future EU State aid rules. 
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2. The conclusion of an ambitious ASA - in line with the EU-Switzerland air transport agreement - 
could also guarantee the inclusion of State aid provisions.29 Disputes under this type of agreement 

would be subject to CJEU jurisdiction.30  
3. In the event of a future EU-UK Free Trade Agreement, it is highly probable that State aid provisions 

- such as the ones included in recent trade agreements with Singapore and South Korea31- could 

be envisaged. These would be subject to state-to-state dispute settlement.  
4. 

bound to the SCM Agreement. This is the worst option given that the SCM Agreement foresees a 
weak system on subsidies control focusing solely on trade in goods.32 

 

5. Agencies and cooperation at international level 

the sky post-Brexit. Aviation safety is a key EASA competence, by issuing type certificates for aircrafts and 

rules for the safety of airplanes, amongst other things. Once the UK leaves the EU, it loses its EASA 
membership. Consequently, type certificates are not issued, UK manufactured aircraft and aircraft 

components are not mutually recognised anymore and would need to be certified again when entering 
the EU. This would also make UK market access to the US for new technologies significantly more difficult 

as aircraft products are currently mutually recognised internationally through mutual recognition 
agreements with EASA.33  
 

In a June 2017 position paper on the Functioning of the Union Institutions Agencies and Bodies, the 
European Commission proposed that as a minimum, the UK remains a part of and continues to comply 
with agencies and bodies until its complete withdrawal, including regarding access to documents of the 

relevant institutions.34 Continuity also after 29 March 2019 for the sake of airplane safety standards is a 

must. The UK currently plays a major role in EASA, providing two-thirds of the rules input for the European 

Safety Regulation.35   

 

A smooth transition for both the UK and the EU would be to ensure non-voting but fee paying membership 
of the UK in EASA.36 This is not only the cheapest option for the UK - as entrusting the Civil Aviation 

Authority with a similar job could cost hundreds of millions, compared to the current £1 million per year-37 
but also the simplest in terms of certification and mutual recognition. Participation of non-EU countries is 

possible as long as they are a member of the Chicago Convention38 and have concluded an agreement 
with the EU adopting and applying EU aviation safety rules.39 The UK would then continue to be subject to 

CJEU jurisdiction.40 
 
It is worth mentioning that the UK/EU cooperation in ICAO would remain unchanged where it is effectively 

the members of the European Civil Aviation Conference (ECAC 44) working together.41 Brexit should not 

have any influence on this working relationship. 

 

6. Conclusion  
The following table summarises the best, medium and worst case scenarios for the future EU-UK 
relationship in aviation. The best case scenario offers a good balance between consumer and business 
interests regarding market access, while not undermining current environmental measures in place.  

the CJEU. Two things are very clear though. First, the UK cannot cherry pick among the several access 
rights, it can only accept a full package with obligations. Second, it is clear that the EU is in a stronger 
negotiating position. While EU carriers will be seeking to benefit from Brexit to gain more traffic rights, the 

EU must not give in on any environmental issues.  
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The current speed of the Brexit negotiations leaves doubt about having a final agreement by 29 March 

2019. The paper shows that leaving without a deal UK airlines have more to lose than EU airlines. Short of 
striking an agreement a transitional arrangement would seem likely. Should this be the case, the 
transitional deal should contain all existing rights and obligations and should be limited in time. The final 

agreement must not be weakened.  
 
Table 2:  
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od. It must be clear that continued participation in the EU 

single aviation market can only be granted to the UK accepts the CJEUÄs jurisdiction also after any transitional period.  See also Theresa May 
concedes CJEU rule during Brexit transition available at https://www.politico.eu/article/theresa-may-concedes-CJEU-rule-during-brexit-

transition/ (retrieved 30.10.2017), also Govt to stay in EU air safety body in blurring of Brexit red line available at 

41.  See for a list of members of the European Civil Aviation Conference: https://www.ecac-ceac.org/member-states (retrieved 31.10.2017)  
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